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Grabbing the rails, Tommy stares at the children playing on the other side, their white faces 

reflecting in the puddles from the morning’s rain. He likes the way they soak each other by 

jumping in them.  

  The water under their rubber soles scatters with every stamp, shattering drops onto 

jeans and the skin below dresses. The girls scream as the boys leap near them. Stumbling like 

disorientated mice, they run to the teacher on duty and rat out the culprits; resulting in two of 

them going inside to face a dry, boring break time.  

 ‘Heads up,’ a blonde, freckled boy shouts, running towards the school’s gate. ‘Behind 

you,’ he continues.  

  Looking behind him, Tommy finds a ball lying in the middle of the road.  

  ‘Did you even see that coming?’ The boy asks with genuine astonishment.  

  ‘No,’ he replies, walking towards the ball and picking it up.  

  It seems to be made of some kind of sponge as it is light and easy to squeeze, Tommy 

thinks. Walking back towards the gate he throws it over, causing the boy to jump 

dramatically to catch it.   

  ‘You have some attention span, you do, mate. That ball almost whacked you straight 

in the head. You would’ve been on the floor in a second.’  

  ‘No I wouldn’t have,’ Tommy retorts, trying to prove to this kid he is no wimp.  

  ‘Anyway, you’re black right? My dad says I need to be nice to black kids because 

they’re just the same as me, he says. Plus, it’s racist if you’re not nice to black people,’ the 

boy says with urban pride.  

  ‘No, I’m not black, I’m a bit lighter. My ma is black and she tells my dad is white.’  

  The confusion on the boy’s face causes his freckles to sink in as he narrows his eyes. 

After a few seconds of silence he says:  

  ‘Well that’s interesting isn’t it, because my mum and dad are both white. I didn’t 

know you could have both kinds.  

  After some thought, Tommy starts to smile because he realises he isn’t being picked 

on. 

  ‘Here, catch,’ the boy says, throwing the ball over the gate. ‘Let’s see how many 

times we can catch the ball without dropping it. First one to drop it loses.’  

  Relishing in the idea, he agrees and they start throwing.  

  With every catch Tommy trots forwards and backwards, the puddles by his feet 

scattering and his grin widening. Both boys give it their all. 

   Ten minutes passes and they never drop the ball once, but they both know they don’t 

have that much time before the bell rings.   

 

 

 


